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Are your performances to be considered over once the “staged” part
comes to an end?
I like to say my projects can be regarded as the two sides of a coin: one is devising and
actually doing the performance, the other is creating the video in which I develop and
arrange the outcomes of the performance and its conceptual qualities. And these two sides
of the coin are intimately related, neither could exist without the other.
I find this way of working immensely stimulating. However, it is also a very long, slow
process since for each project I work on several fronts and with different timing and needs:
forming and developing the idea, constructing the performance, searching for the right
clothing, objects, location, preparing my body in readiness to perform and shoot, directing
the action, putting requests to the cameraman. All these elements come together in the
performance. And once this action part of the project is over, there are the photos and shots
to select, followed by the time-consuming job of creatively combining the images and music
to produce the video.
In a certain way the video really becomes the final work since it encompasses the whole
performance with its conceptual and poetic elements, the public and their reactions, the
location with its specific features. Anyone who sees or comes across my performances
witnesses only a very small portion of the event or action. While they experience a particular
project, they can’t do so in its entirety: at times, only on seeing the video can they get a full
awareness of the project.
There’s also the fact that chance plays an important part in my work: when I’m thinking or
when I start on a performance, I never know quite what will emerge. It depends on people’s

reactions, on the influence of the location, and how much of all this can be shot by the
hidden cameraman (sometimes more than one). Even then, often – in fact I’d say always –
what’s on film presents only a tiny part of people’s infinitely
varied reactions or their comments. Which is why I once even
thought of doing my performance with a tiny hidden
videocamera on my head. My aim was to film those thousandand-one nuances I experience and note with my own eyes, but
the system did not work as I had hoped (“wearing” the camera
meant my movements were hindered and the performance lacked spontaneity). However I
got some interesting material, which I still have to edit and develop.
In your work how much is left to chance?
I said something about this just above and I in fact like
to emphasize the important role chance plays in my
work. In certain respects chance represents life, with
its unpredictability and constant movement, and I want
to pursue life in and with my projects. At the same time
my relationship with chance takes a highly dialectical
and even contradictory form. In the first stage of each project I leave nothing to chance: I
study the project and the action down to the tiniest detail, sometimes working obsessively to
give each minute element the perfect form. Then comes the time for action, in real life, in a
real location, in the midst of people living their everyday lives, and here chance is an
underlying but fundamental element: sought, necessary, inevitable. Then again, when
cutting and editing the videos, I take all the “random” material I have gathered and do a
meticulous job of researching, editing, experimenting, testing. Here nothing is left to chance,
here too I apply the greatest care even to minute and seemingly insignificant particulars – in
fact it may well be that these become the fulcrum of the strength and qualitative
differentiation of the project and the video.

What intrigues and amuses me is that I cannot have control over everything, yet I do have
control over many things. I like this contradiction, this mixing of opposites, it definitely suits
my character, and I feel it brings me closer to what I would define as a cosmic dimension of
life.
To what extent can one apply the term “expressive spontaneity” to your
performances?
Once the preparatory work has been done and I am performing, everything is again fluid
and spontaneous. I stick to no rules but simply interact with what I feel at that moment, in
relation to the ongoing event and the people present. I might say that this “spontaneity” is
the outcome of a long process during which I have analyzed myself and my work, with lots
of experimentation and practice. As I well recall, in my first performances, during the phase
you rightly defined as “passive interaction” between public and artist, I prepared extremely
complicated sets and dramatic compositions that involved coordinating body, images,
sounds and objects. But I later realized that these “scenic representations” limited my
spontaneity and improvisation: in other words, it was as though I was forced to comply with
a device I had myself set up. So I quickly looked for a way to move beyond devices of this
kind. I started to work on open-structure performances, and eventually revolutionized the
whole performance/audience relationship: my work is now acted out in everyday life
characterized by unpredictability and chance.
What is your relationship with the public? And with yourself?
The public is an essential part of my work, and interests me enormously. I’m more
interested in the public than in myself. You may find this strange but in my performances I
do not use my body to attract attention to myself or my personality but as a means with
which to express something I have in mind, some metaphor I want to convey or something
invisible I want to give form to. The fact that I use my body is in a certain sense totally
random, I think my actions could also be carried out by others. I am not necessary but I use

myself because it’s simply more convenient: I can tell myself precisely what I want done
and how (directing someone else would be impossible or in any case different), I am always
at my disposal and I can test my project and rehearse for as long as I consider necessary.
Admittedly, upon reflection, this process has come about slowly, with many years of
experimentation, on myself too. My earliest projects were performances in which I lived my
actions in the first person, they were in fact artistic manifestations of what I was
experiencing in real life. Looking back, I could say they possibly also worked as a kind of
self-therapy (as is common among adolescents or novices); I was nonetheless “expressing”
myself, in flesh and bones. Then – partly as my work developed and I continued to
experiment – I realized I was no longer interested in talking about myself, my problems, my
way of seeing the world. I stopped navel-gazing – unfortunately still a favourite pastime of
many artists – and I looked around me instead. I found the world, people, the workings of
society and our very existence much more interesting. From that moment on I began to use
myself as a mere means to convey something else. I use my form to give form to something
intangible that I want to make tangible. Although I throw my whole being into my
performances, and behave as prompted by the spontaneity of the moment and by my own
feelings at the time, I am – as it were – totally transparent, I am simply an intermediary for
something happening “upstream”, and for person-to-person interaction.
The presence of the public is very important: people contribute warmth and interaction. This
synergetic aspect may well be what makes me love the language of performance art and its
pivotal role in my work. In addition, as I said before, the “audience” has become and
continues to be an integral part of each project: members of the public at large, with their
personal histories, their idiosyncracies, the places they frequent, their varying reactions.
So great is my interest in people that I have devised several projects as one same
performance mounted in different places: each outcome (and each video) is totally different
and consequently lends itself to reflections of a sociological kind too.

Which of your works did you find most stimulating?
Hard to say, since each project has stemmed from topics, thoughts or forces whose
influence I was aware of at the time. Each work corresponds to a necessary phase and
each stimulates me. I am interested in addressing the basic, everyday issues of our lives.
On each occasion I concentrate on a particular issue because it has grabbed my attention:
for example the relationship between conscious and subconscious (in Side by Side), the art
market system and sales mechanisms (in Virus), stereotypes applied to vision and how
sight is conditioned (in the Blind Man of Jericho), the “boxed” dimension (with Rimini Rimini
or Polypolis), the dialectics of opposites and love in Les Amantes, the problem of religion
and tolerance in The Finger and the Moon, plus others.
What is important for me is that I talk of aspects of life or human problems that affect me
but concern mankind as a whole. I’m not interested in focusing on one particular subject
and constantly harping on that. Instead I want to wander through the maze of human
existence. I like to activate intriguing links, questions and opinions, starting from reflection,
study and silence, a pathway to the inner self. This focus on the inner self provides the
base for the subsequent conception and ‘vision’ of the project (I use the word ‘vision’
because after this incubation period the ideas generally appear before me: I can visualize
performance, project and video exactly as I must and want to do them). This marks the
start of a hard but amazing journey aimed at giving language and form to what I have
conceived and imagined. And this language and form must – as far as possible – fit and
match the initial vision.
Is there a particular work you would have liked to produce?
Creating my own alter ego to handle contacts, PRs and exhibitions, so I can simply get on
with my work!

What recollections do have of your collaboration with ArtBasel?
The project I took to Art Basel was about slowness. It was then in its early days and is still
in progress. Entitled “Art is long, Time is short” it tackles the problematic conflict existing
between social time and personal/artistic time. Social time refers to set targets and
unpostponable commitments; personal time – and art – has its own pace and takes its own
forms which may be out of sync of getting things done “promptly and well”.
At Art Basel we had problems getting my cameraman into the exhibition. Although he had
the necessary authorization and a pass, they would not let him do any filming. This had
never happened to me before and so was unexpected. My performances are nearly always
sprung as a surprise, bursting in on all sorts of settings without prior notice. But filming had
never presented a problem. On this occasion Galleria Continua, one of the few Italian
galleries exhibiting there, had to intervene, pointing out that they had applied to conduct
this project in the exhibition area. So we were allowed to go ahead with shooting. Let’s say
we had a taste of discipline and rules, though in the end the outcome was even amusing.
Last year you took part in the Venice Biennale. Which of your works did you
present?
A new project on religion. On the existence of different faiths and on the concept of sacred..
An investigation upon tolerance and fundamentalism, upon the need for prayer, and
fanaticism. This performance is now a two channel videoinstallation and there is a series of
photographs . I am currently working on the second step of the project, to take place in the
Vatican (and some people have told me to watch out…)
Does the fact that you use your body as a means of expression and communication
call for special personal care, for your image too?
Not an easy question to answer since here too there is a contradiction: the reply is either
totally yes or totally no. I’m not obsessive about personal care and fitness, I don’t keep

exercising, in fact I do little or nothing. I simply follow my instinct and mood, I know what I
can ask of my body, and what I can’t. So I do only what it is capable of. I undoubtedly have
a good relationship with my body, I listen to what it tells me and try to go along with its cues.
However, when I have to prepare for a performance in which my imagined vision can
materialize, I take enormous care with every detail – makeup, clothing, hairstyle –
attributing meaning to every single element.
Your body is destined to decline with age. What about your art?
My art will evolve and develop in relation to my changing thoughts, emotions and body. I
don’t regard passing time as a problem, for the time being. Each life phase can produce
insights of interest, and the need to say something will always be present.

